
Georgia author pens Psychology of Human
Sexuality in powerful, poignant book
Author Anita LaRaia partners with Tate Publishing to kick-start the
publication process of her intriguingly powerful book, "Turn the
Corner."

DUNWOODY, GA., UNITED STATES, September 29, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- DUNWOODY, Ga. – Author Anita LaRaia
partners with Tate Publishing to kick-start the publication process of
her intriguingly powerful book, “Turn the Corner: Sex, Morality,
Drinking, Money—Military/Colleges/World.”

Brilliantly structured yet easy to read, “Turn the Corner” is full of
warmth, passion and gives a vivid discussion for women and men on
the battlefield of the sexes which helps in developing personal power
for protection and to achieve victory through equality. The book is a
perfect teaching tool for Sexual Assault Prevention programs for
active duty Military and College students because it addresses the
root cause—binge drinking.

“My mission since my high school valedictorian speech on Moral Complacency, and as an adult
education teacher for 33 years, has always been to enhance the status of women and make men
better men. Putting my Master's degree in Social Psychology from Cornell University and my

"Wraps a blanket of love
around you when you need it
the most. Depth and breadth
in an easy-to-read, well-
written style."

Katie Hignite, Acquisitions
Editor for Tate Publishing

experience as a working resident of London, England to work
empowering both genders, I began this book after my former
Marine husband of 33 years died. My book navigates this
dangerous world to help everyone ‘Turn the Corner’ and
moves from the darkness into the light,” shares LaRaia, when
asked about the inspiration behind her compelling book.

“LaRaia’s mission to make women stronger and to stop men
behaving badly must be heard. It is in the weft of her heart
where you find her perpetual spirit, reverence for all people,
and golden threads of wisdom. It repays reading the book

twice, gives hope, encourages readers to become the best, and wraps a blanket of love around you
when you need it the most. Depth and breadth in an easy-to-read, well-written style,” states Katie
Hignite, Acquisition Editor for Tate Publishing.

Published by Tate Publishing and Enterprises, the book is available through bookstores nationwide,
from the publisher at www.tatepublishing.com/bookstore, or by visiting barnesandnoble.com or
amazon.com where it has 5 Star Reviews.

Known as a legendary teacher, public speaker, an author of a traditionally published wine book and
performer by her thousands of adult wine school graduates, LaRaia has conducted deluxe vineyard
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tours of Italy and France, done wine events from Las Vegas to Bermuda, Washington DC to Sarasota
and Jupiter, Florida. Her wine career spanned 33 years in Atlanta, as did her marriage to a former
active-duty Marine. She was called the “doyenne” of wine educators in the Atlanta Journal-
Constitution and was a much sought-after entertainer with the ability to make everyone laugh while
learning. She can also sing.

LaRaia’s parents were both born in Italy and became very patriotic American citizens, her dad joining
the Navy and her mother working in a steel mill for the war effort during World War II. Her middle
school years were in a Catholic school run by convent nuns who taught her writing and that she was
the equal of anyone. Her first paid writing job was in London, where she worked for six years, followed
by a decade of monthly published articles in top Atlanta magazines and later, online for CNN.com.
Anita also worked at the retail, wholesale and import levels of the alcohol business and is an expert
on the topic.

Photos in the back of her book show her entire family background and age progression as a toddler in
front of her dad’s rare Graham automobile, to her time as a beautiful young woman living on her own
in London, a glamour shot of her on the set of a wine video and her large white and gold spiritual aura
captured by Kirlian photography, as well as her dear departed husband, Michael, immortalized in her
loving tribute poem to him, “Jeweled Butterfly.” The book contains 10 of her wonderful free verse
poems which she performs on her website www.anitalaraia.com and YouTube—search “Anita
LaRaia’s Video Poems”.

###

For more information or interview requests, please contact Michelle Whitman, publicist, at (405) 310-
1533 or send an e-mail to michelle@keymgc.com.
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